applied this estimate to study generalized eigenfunction expansions of A.
In [4] , [5] we obtained similar estimates in a different way starting with the resolvent kernel. The latter approach allows us to treat perturbations of A, and consequently operators with "nonregular" coefficients. We applied these results to LP-spectral theory of elliptic operators.
In the present paper we extend the results of [4] as a x x
Other examples appear as right (left) invariant operators on nilpotent Lie groups (see [6] ).
For the sake of presentation we shall restrict ourselves to the simplest case of deformations when (x)l is scalar ("conformal dilations"). Such Results of [9] , [I0] , [ii] indicate that it might be "too restrictive," yet in special cases ([12] , [13] ) it proved to be necessary in a certain sense.
The form of "finite propagation speed" used in our paper is close but somewhat stronger than (1.2). It is expressed in terms of derivatives of (x) rather than integrals. Also the way we apply it in our setting differs from the standard method of "hyperbolic wave propagators" (cf. [8] , [14] ).
-th Under assumptions of 2 we show that m order elliptic operators are well defined in different LP-spaces (I < p ) and their kernels (resolvent, semigroup, etc.) share many properties of "constant coefficient" and "uniformly elliptic" kernels (cf. [15] , [16] , [5] , [4] ). There is one notable exception however: the radial bound (I) central for the argument of [5] , [4] [17]), which yields a bound for the LP-operator norm of K Such bounds are used throughout the paper as a substitute for the radial bound (I.I).
Otherwise our argument is similar to [4] . (cf. [18] ) and were studied for higher order operators in [15] , [16] , [5] , [4] . ([21] , [9] , [22] , [6] [6] and Beals [23] . Both methods allow to treat a variety of "nonelliptic problems" (subelliptic Lap!acians, degenerate elliptic operators, etc.), but remain entirely within the pseudodifferential framework in the sense that symbols (coefficients) are assumed sufficiently smooth.
Another trend ([15] , [16] , [5] ) was to explore what "amount of nonregularity" of coefficients yields "well defined" LP-operators. The present paper continues the latter trend, but our approach seems to be extendable to various "nonelliptic" situations as well. This extension will be discussed elsewhere. Uniform ellipticity as usual means that
The dilating factor (x) and the coefficients of (x,) (x) .
are subject to the following constraints '(g)(x) < const 61-igl; Igi 
a parametrix of (-Ao) (2) -n/2 ei'z 6 We apply the "iterated chain rule" to partial derivatives of (_-) (3.12) where c depends on a finite number (N--n + I) symbol class semlnorms of $ (see for inst. [5] From (3.11), (3.12) + lal m, (see [5] 
